Introduction Aims
Changes in gross mechanical properties have a profound effect on the function of compliant tissues such as blood vessels. In general, such tissues become stiffer with age and disease. 1 However, little is known about the changes in mechanical properties which occur within microstructural components of the tissue such as collagen and elastic fibres.
Elastic fibres, which are an important microstructural component of connective tissue such as the aorta, are abundant in elastin. 2 Elastin endows these large arteries with a high degree of elasticity, facilitating the three billion extension and relaxation cycles which occur during the human lifetime
To determine the mechanical properties of thin sections of soft tissue samples using nanoindentation:
• By probing thin tissue sections on a glass side (histological specimens) surface detection issues are overcome and smaller radius indentation tips can be used giving a higher spatial resolution.
Experimental Procedure
Tissue Samples 5 µm cross sections of adult ferret descending aorta and vena cava were mounted on glass slides with known mechanical properties. Nanoindentation A 10 µm-radius conospherical tip was used to load the tissue to 10 mN. The samples were indented from the outer adventitial layer to the inner lumen layer. Indents were made in the tissue every 15 µm (indicated by circles below).
Extended Oliver and Pharr Method
To decouple the effect of the glass substrate, the nanoindentation data were analysed using FilmDoctor (Saxonian Institute of Surface Mechanics )3. The approach, automated with the software, uses the 'effective indenter' concept 4 to correct for thin layers of material on a rigid substrate. Correlation between pixel intensity and elastic modulus.
Elastic Modulus Profiles
A higher pixel intensity value represents greater elastic fibre density and therefore elastin. With the exception of the highly cellularised medial layer, all data points fit the regression line. The elastic modulus inversely correlated with elastic fibre density.
Elastic Modulus and Fluorescence Intensity

Histology
Conclusions
Elastic modulus of thin histological sections of soft tissue can be determined with a standard methodology coupled with subsequent analysis with the extended Oliver and Pharr method.
The micromechanical property data have been correlated with tissue histology. For the aorta and ECM-rich regions of the vena cava a decrease in elastic modulus was inversely correlated with elastic fibre density. In arteries such as the aorta, autofluorescent elastic fibres appear green and are found throughout the tissue, whereas in veins such as the vena cava, ECM components including elastic fibres are concentrated mainly in the adventitial and intimal layers.
Scale bars represent 100 μm
